Abstract-This paper describes how one can implement distributed λ-calculus interpreter from scratch. At first, we describe how to implement a monadic parser, than the Krivine Machine is introduced for the interpretation part and as for distribution, the actor model is used. In this work we are not providing general solution for parallelism, but we consider particular patterns, which can always be parallelized. As a result, the basic extensible implementation of call-by-name distributed machine is introduced and the prototype is presented. We achieved computation speed improvement in some cases, but efficient distributed version is not achieved, problems are discussed in evaluation section. This work provides a foundation for further research, completing the implementation it is possible to add concurrency for non-determinism, improve the interpreter using call-by-need semantic or study optimal auto parallelization to generalize what could be done efficiently in parallel.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to implement a distributed λ-calculus interpreter. λ-calculus is a computational model introduced by the mathematician Alonzo Church in the 1930s as part of an investigation into the foundations of mathematics. This model is powerful enough to simulate any single-taped Turing machine. λ-calculus has applications in many different areas in mathematics, philosophy [1] , linguistics [2] , and computer science [3] . λ-calculus has played an important role in the development of the theory of programming languages. Functional programming languages implement the λ-calculus. λ-calculus also is a current research topic in Category theory [4] .
One of the features that provides λ-calculus is referential transparency [5] -this term describes the behavior when expression could be replaced with corresponding value without changing program behavior. And every expression in λ-calculus is referentially transparent, so using this feature it becomes easy to implement distributed computation for λ-calculus.
II. OBJECTIVES
As a base for this project a λ-calculus interpreter represented by Krivine's machine [6] was taken. It is one of the abstract machines that could be used to implement functional languages. Then interpreter will be extended to do distributed computations, to do this we use the actor model [7] .
As the project intends to be a proof of a concept, language should have its own syntax. Thus the language must be designed and interpreter implemented according to that syntax. In this work we use Krivine's notation and "\" symbol to replace λ.
III. DESIGN
In this section will be discussed the basis used during implementation. Considering that λ-calculus is a language, it could be splitted to implementation of parser and interpreter. After that parallelism and distribution is added. For each task there is a corresponding section. Also there is a section which discusses language decision for implementation.
A. Language
Generally speaking most of programming languages could be used for implementation. For this work Haskell language was chosen for λ-calculus interpreter implementation. There are several features that Haskell provides that we found useful.
We found Algebraic data types useful, to describe grammars (represented by BackusNaur form for example). Than by using pattern matching it is possible to create logic for handling different terms of the grammar. It is also useful to destructure terms and get values from them. Statically typed languages help a lot when changes are done. These properties have a lot of languages, but we have chosen Haskell.
B. Parser
For parser implementation we used, following [8] , recursive descent parsing approach. This kind of parsers could be expressed using monadic parsing [9] . The idea is that parser is a function, which takes string on input and returns a list of results, empty list of results denotes failure of a parser. This is the type: data P a r s e r a = P a r s e r ( S t r i n g −> [ ( a , S t r i n g ) ] ) p a r s e : : P a r s e r p −> p p a r s e ( P a r s e r p ) = p When string is parsed, there is a list of results where each result is a tuple of a parsed value of type a and a prefix string which is not parsed yet. Returning a list allows us to build parsers for ambiguous grammar, with many results being returned if the argument string can be parsed in many different ways. And the parse function is used to return parser function from the Parser type. The monadic part came from Monad type class: This definition says that in order for a type to be a monad there should be implemented functions return and >>= for this type. For the Parser, implementation is straightforward:
i n s t a n c e Monad P a r s e r where r e t u r n a = P a r s e r $ \ c s −> [ ( a , c s ) ] p >>= f = P a r s e r $ \ c s −> c o n c a t [ p a r s e ( f a ) cs ' | ( a , cs ' ) <− p a r s e p c s ]
p is a parser with parameter a and function f takes value of type a and produces new parser with parameter of type b.
As a result, we should receive new parser with type b as a parameter. Thus implementation is tarted by defining new Parser which accepts string cs. This string passed to parser p which produces a list of (a,cs'), then we apply function f to each a and run parser with string cs'. In the end we receive a list of lists of results' tuples, then we eliminate outer list by using function concat on inner lists. This is used to combine parsers and to have natural operational reading. For example, assume we have a function item :: Parser Char where parser takes a string and takes the first character as a result. It could be used to build a parser that takes the first two characters and returns a tuple of two characters as a result:
twoChars : : P a r s e r ( Char , Char ) twoChars = i t e m >>= \ ch1 −> i t e m >>= \ ch2 −> r e t u r n ( ch1 , ch2 )
We use a parser item that produces result ch1, then use the parser item again to produce ch2 and return a tuple as a result.
As we can see, in the code above parsing goes in natural order. The next step is to define opportunity to combine different parsers so if the first parser fails, the second parser returns result. This could be achieved by defining: (<>) : : P a r s e r a −> P a r s e r a −> P a r s e r a p <> q = P a r s e r $ \ c s −> p a r s e p c s ++ p a r s e q c s
Where ++ is a concatenation function for the List type. As we are interested only in first successful result, we define function +++:
(+++) : : P a r s e r a −> P a r s e r a −> P a r s e r a p +++ q = P a r e s r e $ \ c s −> c a s e p a r s e ( mappend p q ) c s o
The next important part is to have an validity check if a parsed character satisfies certain condition: s a t : : ( Char −> Bool ) −> P a r s e r Char s a t p = i t e m >>= \ c −> i f p c t h e n r e t u r n c e l s e r e t u r n mempty This function could be used to parse digits, upper/lower-case letters. For example, this is a parser of particular character: c h a r : : Char −> P a r s e r Char c h a r c = s a t ( c ==)
From that point, it is possible to define more complicated parsers using recursion and defined parsers.
C. Interpreter
In order to discuss interpreter, firstly a language should be defined. We are using Krivine's notation for λ-terms. The language could be described as the set of syntax rules (the syntax is chosen according to Krivine's notation [10] ), On top of syntax and reduction rules, there is a definition of free variables, defined inductively as:
• The free variables of x are just x • The set of free variables of λxt is the set of free variables of t, but with x removed • The set of free variables of ts is the union of the set of free variables of t and the set of free variables of s. Other variables are bounded variables.
The idea of interpretation is simple, for a given λ-term we compute a normal form and it could be defined in different ways and in this work we are using β-normal form. The definition of β-normal form is: if for a λ-term we can not apply β-reduction this term is in the β-normal form. We call as a redex a λ-term for which we can apply β-reduction.
In this work we are using the Krivine Machine that uses callby-name evaluation strategy, where the leftmost, outermost redex is always reduced first, but no reductions are performed inside abstractions. And λ-terms are reduced to β-normal form. This machine has three sections in its memory: the term area where the λ-terms to be performed are written, the stack and the heap. We denote by &t the address of the term t in the term area. In the heap, we have objects of the following kinds:
• environment: a finite sequence (e, ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k ) where e is the address of an environment (in the heap), and ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k are closures. There is also an empty environment.
• closure : an ordered pair (&t, e) built with the address of a term (in the term area) and the address of an environment. The elements of the stack are closures. Intuitively, closures are the values which λ-calculus variables take.
When term is performed, firstly it is turned to a compiled form. In the compiled form, all bounded variables are replaced with an ordered pair of integers <v, k>. Where v is a depth of a term and k is a number of an argument. For example, λxλy(y)x is compiled to λ2( [1, 2] ) [1, 1] , square brackets are used to distinguish from parentheses. λ2 just shows how many arguments a term has. λx(λy(y)x)x compiled to λ1(λ1( [1, 1] ) [2, 1] ) [1, 1] , here we can see how the first integer is used in the pair.
The execution then starts with entered a term in the term area (T), empty stack (S) and empty environment (E). Later there are three possible cases in λ-calculus:
• Execution of (t)u. We push the closure (&u,E) to the top of the stack and we continue by performing t: thus T points now to t and E does not change.
• Execution of λx 2 ...λx n t where t does not begin with a λ; thus, T points to λx 1 . A new environment (e, ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n ) is created: e is the address of E, ξ 1 ,...,ξ n are popped : we take the n top entries off the stack. We put in E the address of this new environment in the heap, and we proceed by performing t: thus T points now to t.
• Execution of x (a λ-calculus variable). We fetch as follows the value of the variable x in the environment E: in fact, it is a bound occurrence of x in the initial term t 0 . Thus, it was replaced by an ordered pair of integers <v, k>. If v = 0, the value we need is the k-th closure of the environment E. If v ≥ 1, let E 1 be the environment which has its address in E, E 2 the one which has its address in E 1 , etc. Then, the value of x is the k-th closure of E v . This value is an ordered pair (T', E') which we put in (T, E). The intuitive meaning of these rules of execution is to consider the symbols λx, (, x of λ-calculus as elementary instructions:
• "λx" is: "pop" in x and increment the instruction pointer.
• "(" is: "push" the address of the corresponding ")" and increment the instruction pointer.
• "x" is: go to the address which is contained in x
D. Parallelism and distribution
There are different ways to parallelize and distribute computation. The straightforward approach is to run another machine in parallel when computation is splitted. In this technique we are not using shared memory, but the problem is that as a result we want to run computations on different machines. In order to add this property, we use the actor model.
The actor model is a model of concurrent computation where actors are universal primitives of concurrent computation. In response to a message that it receives, an actor can: make local decisions, create more actors, send more messages, and determine how to respond to the next message received. Actors may modify their own private state, but can only affect each other through messages avoiding the need for any locks. This model could be compared to microservices, described in [11] , but instead of services as a unit of system processes (actors) are used.
In the actor system everything is treated as an actor, represented by processes. Every actor can receive messages and it can react to these messages in several ways:
• Send a finite number of messages to other actors • Create a finite number of new actors • Designate the behaviour to be used for the next message it receives And for these actions no order is assumed, these actions can be performed in parallel. The only sequence is a message queue, which every actor has.
To design the system, different approaches could be used. We can have a fixed amount of actors that will do computations. The main problem of that approach is deadlocks' possibilities. For example, consider if have only two actors and the first one asks the second to compute a term, then the second one can ask the first one to compute a term too, next there would be a situation where each actor waits for the other. Instead, we can create actors on the fly. For this purpose should be introduced a manager actor that lives when an interpreter is launched. This manager actor will create actors to do computations which will die when a computation is finished. In order to make that approach efficient, the language used for implementation should support user space threads, thus actors could be created and killed without large overhead. figure 1 it is shown how interpreter in the actor model will work. REPL stands for 'read eval print loop' it is an interactive environment where users can enter lambda-terms and see how they are computed. There are two types of actors in the system, the first one is a WorkerNode which performs actual computation, and there is a ManagerNode which tracks information about computations (using info table). ManagerNode creates workers to compute terms. When a user sends a term to compute, a ManagerNode receives the message and creates WorkerNode which should perform this task. The task is sent to a WorkedNode and while it tries to evaluate the term it could decide to split the job (do it in parallel) -in this case the node sends a task to ManagerNode. Manager creates a new worker that will perform the task and send it, when the worker has completed the task he sends back the result to a worker that issued the task. When whole computation is done, WorkerNode sends result back to the manager, then result passed back to the REPL and outputted for a user.
Scaling is done easily, the optimal amount of WorkerNodes is close to the amount of CPU cores available. And if we want a distributed version of this scheme, we can replace User with other ManagerNode which creates other WorkerNodes using different CPU. If we consider computation on one machine, than we even do not need ManagerNode.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
As the Design section was splitted in subsections, this section follows similar structure where each subsection describes implementation of each interpreter component.
A. Parser
Firstly, a general monadic parser should be implemented according to the Design section. Then it is possible to define a type that represents λ-terms This type just naturally repeats λ-term definition. For each part of this type it is possible to define corresponding parsers parseVar; parseAbstraction; parseApplication and finally parseTerm could be defined using the alternation operator:
parseTerm : : P a r s e r Term p a r s e T e r m = p a r s e V a r +++ p a r s e A b s t r a c t i o n +++ p a r s e A p p l i c a t i o n
Thus, if a parsing result is an empty list, it means that an incorrect term was given. In order to check that parser works as we expect, we can use several test cases. For parser, firstly should be considered the base cases:
• x should be Variable x 
B. Interpreter
Firstly, before the interpretation, a term should be transformed to compiled form, where bounded variables are replaced with an ordered pair of integers <v, k>. For free variables we just hold their name. This compiled form enables us not to care about variable names' ambiguity and from the compiled form we can construct α-equivalent term to the original one. The compiled form also could be described as a type: d a t a CTerm = C V a r i a b l e I n t I n t | F r e e V a r i a b l e Var | C A p p l i c a t i o n CTerm CTerm | C A b s t r a c t i o n I n t CTerm
Compiled form is computed by an induction on the length of term t. If t = x, we set v = 0. If t = um, the occurrence of x we consider is in u (resp. m). We compute v, and possibly k, in u (resp. m). Let t = λx 1 ...λx n u with n > 0, u being a term which does not begin with a λ. If the occurrence of x we consider is free in t, we compute v in t by computing v in u, then adding 1. If this occurrence of x is bound in u, we compute v and k in u. Finally, if this occurrence is free in u and bound in t, then we have x = x i . We compute v in u, and we set k = i. To test the compilation, it is possible to use these test cases:
• x should be Constant x • λxx should be CAbstraction 1 (CVariable 1 1)
• (λxx)z should be CApplication (CAbstraction 1 (CVariable 1 1)) (Constant z) • λf(λx(f)(x)x)λx(f)(x)x should be CAbstraction 1 (CApplication (CAbstraction 1 (CApplication (CVariable 2 1) (CApplication (CVariable 1 1) (CVariable 1 1)))) (CAbstraction 1 (CApplication (CVariable 2 1) (CApplication (CVariable 1 1) (CVariable 1 1))))) After compiling a term it is possible to evaluate it on the Krivine machine where the machine is implemented according to definition. After the evaluation of a term, a compiled form is returned back to readable form, by replacing pair of integers with generated name. The next step is to test the evaluation and it is possible to use the following test cases:
• x should be x • λxx should be λxx • We should test a case where non-termination is possible if the interpreter is not working correctly. Consider (λxz)(λx(x)x)λx(x)x should return just z • For testing cases which produce intermediate results we
can just take a random amount of output and check if it equals to the same amount of repetitions of string. For example, if a random number is 3, we check that by evaluating and taking 3 first subterms λf(λx(f)(x)x)λx(f)(x)x we get f(f)(f)
C. Parallelism and distribution
In the Design section there a general scheme of interpreter was described, but some questions where not discussed. How WorkerNode can issue a task to compute part of the term.
Ideally, parallel computation should be n times faster than sequential where n is the number of cors across the whole system. It is not possible in general, but we can achieve a faster evaluation in subset of cases. Intuitively, there are cases where we cannot perform parallel computation and in this scenario a solution should not be so slower than sequential (consider a time overhead for communication in distributed system). The opposite case is when a term computation can be parallelised. The solution of this problem goes beyond this work.
In our implementation we define a case where parallelism could be done following call-by-name semantic. Consider case (. ..((v)u 1 )u 2 ) ...u n )u, where v is a variable and u 1 ...u n , u are terms. We can compute terms in parallel.
To be more specific, consider term (a)(λy(z)(y)y)λy(z)(y)y. This term never terminates and it gets evaluated as a applied to applications of z: (a)(z)(z)(z)... We can extend this example as (λw((a)w)(b)w)(λy(z)(y)y)λy(z)(y)y, so for sequential implementation result will be the same, but in parallel we can compute two terms that never terminates and produce result as: ((a)(z)(z)...)(b)(z)(z)... As a result some parts of a term that never terminates could be computed, consider (((x)t)u)v, where x is a variable, t is a non-terminating term and u, v are terms that terminates, than instead of just sequence of terms produced by t we will additionally see the result of u and v.
When we have a term that terminates and could be parallelised, than we can achieve performance improvement. Ideally if we have a term (...((v)u 1 )u 2 )...u n )u where total amount of u is equal to available cores in the system, than computational speed would be bounded to the slowest u.
The next problem is non-terminating terms. In this scheme, if WorkerNode will be computing a term which could not be terminated, it will not return the result. We can solve this problem by saying that WorkedNodes will send not all results, but they will send results as they are computed. So the computation can be treated as a stream, where not finished computations are passed across the system.
Our implementation implementation 1 does not solves the last problem with non-terminating terms, instead processes tries to compute the term and returns result, so we can see just performance improvement in some cases. Also it runs only on one machine, the problem of distribution would be discussed in evaluation section. To implement parallelism we consider cases described in Krivine machine evaluation:
• Execution of (t)u -no parallelism • Execution of λx 2 ...λx n t where t does not begin with a λ -no parallelism • For execution of x (a λ-calculus variable) -if x is in the Environment than no parallelism, in other case we take stack and execute each term in separate actor unless there 1 https://github.com/Bassov/krivine-machine is only one closure in the stack. Then results from actors are collected, combined and outputted. For comparison there is also implementation that uses threads for computation, it uses similar strategy.
V. EVALUATION
Firstly, parallel version was implemented using actors for distributed environment, thus any local process was used as a remote process. In this case when closure was passed for computation it was firstly serialized to binary, it turns out that the process of serialization could take more time than actual computation. As a result our implementation designed for distribution had lower performance than the sequential implementation. For this reason we used only one machine as it does not require serialized data for passing to local processes.
For benchmarks we used 3 implementations, the first one is sequential, the second one that uses actors and the third one uses threads. For actors implementation we consider only usage on one machine. Time measured as a difference in time between start of computation and the end of computation. The time taken to parse a term is discarded. Benchmarks done using processor with 4 Physical cores -8 Logical cores. Compiler options: "-threaded -rtsopts -with-rtsopts=-N". Every benchmark run 10 times and than median is chosen because median is robust to outliers.
As Haskell is non-strict language it uses techniques to memorize function evaluation results and it does not evaluate a statement if it is possible. To force evaluation of computed term we can print it out, but for big terms sometimes it is not convenient, thus we just use a function which takes an argument and forces evaluation of that argument.
First case for benchmarking is a term
m and (f ) n means (f )...(f ) m and n times. This term is relatively small but by increasing m and n we can achieve exponential grow of computation complexity and amount of output. This term could be evaluated in two threads. As we can see from the table sequential implementation is faster and we know that this term could be computed in parallel. Firstly our implementation computes all parallelized terms, than outputs them, in this case every term produces huge output and by storing this output computation speed becomes slower and memory consumption is also increased.
On the other side sequential implementation does not store intermediate result and produces output as it goes.
For the next case we use terms of the form (λy(x)y)(λxx) * {n}z -(λy((( (((((x)y) y)y)y)y)y)y)y)(λxx) n z where n = 2000000. This terms varies on amount of terms that could be computed in parallel and overall complexity, for sequential implementation complexity should grow linearly, but for parallels interpreters it should be nearly constant. And in order to make computation of this term hard we add a lot of identity functions (λxx). On this table we can see expected result, but there is also small decrease of computation speed for the actors implementation when amount of y is increased.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In order to achieve higher performance on parallel implementation it is necessary to implement output of partial result. For now if we consider term ((v)t)u where t is a term computed for 5 milliseconds and u is a term compute in 5 minutes, we still have to wait 5 minutes to see the result. To overcome this problem parallel version should use streams as results of computations.
In general it seems that version which uses threads is faster than version, which uses actors. Also for actors we can use only local processes, because serialization of data takes too much time, thus implementation become worse than sequential in terms of computational speed. So if we want to use actor implementation we should introduce more efficient way to pass closures that should be computed. In case of using interpreter on only one machine it is better to use threads for parallelism.
Additionally parallel implementations could be improved in many ways. If we are trying to increase efficiency by reducing the used space and increasing computation speed, it is possible to improve the Krivine machine with call-by-need semantic [12] [13] . Thus, arguments will be evaluated once and then shared. The proof of correctness for each component of the interpreter could be a separate research [14] [15] .
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